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Top 10 best high graphics android games

Hearthstone: Heroes of Warcraft in Image 1 1 is a fun, free and fair digital collection card game that you can't stop playing. Play as the great heroes (or villains) of the Warcraft universe, such as Thrall, Zeina Proudmoore or Guldan, and you'll be able to fight epic duels and summon allies and minions. Easy-to-learn rules work cross-platform between PC, iPad and Android players.
Earn gold for booster packs. Arena mode also allows you to play in a special sealed draft format that rewards canny deck building and smart play. Read more: View all the top Android card and board gamesImage 2 of 11 Double Pine adventures broken era, a game that helps launch a crowdfunding revolution of the game, goes mobile. Broken Times tells the story of two
teenagers, each struggling against the traditions that bind them. Shay Volta is deep in the bowels of the spaceship, while Shay Volta is chosen to sacrifice to a mysterious monster to save her village, and try to escape the clutches of repressed maternal AI. Gorgeously rendered 2D graphics, neat soundtracks and truly well-crafted adventures make a broken era a keeper. Read: All
the best Android adventure games Sequel to The Adventures of 11 Alto in Photo 3 retains all the simplicity and charm of the original while adding new gameplay elements. At Odyssey in Alto, the scene changes from a snowy landscape to a landscape of dunes and deserts, but you'll still get away with the trick to avoid danger when collecting coins. The new game adds
environmental elements such as tornadoes and balloons to give the game a new challenge. You can play for free if you don't mind ads, although you can also remove them through in-app purchases. Read: See all the top Android action gamesImage 4 of 11 (Image credit: Electronic Arts)Need a football fix in the off-season? Madden will switch to NFL Mobile Football, the latest
annual update to Electronic Arts' long-running football series. In this version, Seasons mode is back, so you can control both field work and front office maneuvers. The Madden Masters card also sees today's stars take on past stars. The new Co-op Assist feature allows you to seek your friend's help in completing objectives or acquiring players. Read: View all the top Android
sports gamesImage 5 of 11Juncraszy Gameloft's Asphalt 9: Be Wowed by Legends, the latest version of the racing series focused on blazing fast hypercars from prestigious manufacturers such as Ferrari, Porsche, Lamborghini and W Motors. The game allows you to create your own each car with customizations that can include materials, colors and rims. You can then spin into
career mode and online multiplayer, which includes more than 60 seasons and more than 800 events. Asphalt's focus is squarely on realism rather than arcade fun, with nitro pulse speed boosts and 360-degree knockout spins, combined with sleek, hyper-detailed car and console-quality visual effects. See also: See all the top The racing gameImage 6 of 11, now available on
Android, is the original improved sequel to Monument Valley 2. This new game brings back the mentally stimulating puzzles of its predecessors, adding to it with color and light. Now you can even control the second character - the heroine, Law, joins her child on this journey. Despite these changes, the new Monument Valley maintains the minimalist look and immersive music that
created the joy of playing the first game. Read: All the top Android puzzles and word gamesImage 7 of 11 if you have a mobile device to support it, Rome: Total War is a big addition to Android. The long-awaited Android port provides a real-time strategy built for touchscreen control of your device. It's one of 19 factions, ranging from elephants and tanks that control the army, to try
to dominate the West. You are in charge of managing economic, civic and religious affairs, but what sets this game apart is the battle. Read: View all the best Android strategy gamesImage 8 of the 11 latest Final Fantasy Epic Fantasy XV Pocket Editions to make a smooth jump in console RPG with touch screen devices. This episody mobile RPG captures key stories and
attractions while reducing the common grind to the genre. Thank you for the Chivista graphics you still managed to capture a lot of combat complexity with the same story bits. The first episode is available as a free download. You can purchase subsequent chapters through in-app purchases or in one bundle. Read: All top Android RPG gamesImage 9 of 11An officially an app in
professional tournaments for high-level poker players, the World Series of Poker (WSOP) focuses on bringing cutting-edge competition right to your phone. You can hone your skills and play with friends or online opponents to get on the world leaderboards. This game aim to make you a better poker player, and extensive statistical tracking will help you improve your poker game. If
you're feeling all poker out, you can play virtual slot machines to relax and get chips to fuel your next poker campaign. If your goal is to become a Las Vegas Pro, this is the app for you. Read: See all the top casino games in Android Image 10 11HQ Quiz is available to all Android users, so it's easy to see how this quiz app has taken the mobile world by storm. Start with accessible
quiz questions, add to live hosting games and finish with real money payouts, and you'll soon find yourself counting down minutes to daily quizzes (plus the occasional midday quiz). Each game usually features 12 multiple choice quiz questions, and players answer each question for 10 seconds. Get them all right, and you get a piece of the prize that has been cash. HQ has also
launched a game focused on sports quizzes and word puzzles. Read: We offer parties together as if you weren't seeing all the top quiz games in Android Image 11. To dance. Nevertheless, everyone knows how to dance, it just comes to dance now. This mobile spinoff of the hit console series features more than 200 titles on iOS and Android smartphones, including Mark Ronson's
Uptown Funk, Elvis Presley's Prison Rock and Johannes Brahms's Hungarian Dance No. 5. The game is free to download, but you have to pay for most songs. However, you can purchase a temporary pass for $1 per hour. You can also cast on the big screen via Google Cast or Apple Air Play. Read: See all the top family and group games for Android there are loads of great
games available for Android, but how can you choose gems from Dross, and an amazing touchscreen experience from the bothed console port? With our list, that's the way! We cover the best titles on Android right now including the best racers, puzzles, adventure games, arcade titles and more. We've tried this game, and have looked at where the cost comes in - there may be
free stickers added to some of these in the Google Play Store, but sometimes you need an app purchase (IAP) to get real benefits - so we make sure you know about him prior to downloading. To check back at new games every month, divide them into genres that best represent what people are playing now, and see the best, click next page. Android Game of the Month: Ord.
(Image credit: Crescent Game) ($1.99/£1.89/AU$3.09) Ord. Instead of deep plots or complete sentences, you are faced with one word and two more to represent your choice. Selecting one results in determining the next step. It may sound eye-catching and to some extent - but there are nuances and atmospheres you'll find in the small set of stories provided. During the play, one
left us in a terrible loop where we were desperate to escape. After another tricky ordeal, I reached a sweet and satisfying conclusion. Or maybe we were filling a niche. When the narrative is so minimal, it's unavoidable. Despite the (intentional) brevity, it's clever, affecting, witty, and playable. The best racing game android favorite Android top down, 3D and retro racer for Android.
(Image Credit: Playrise Digital Inc.) Tabletop Racing: World Tour ($5.99/£4.79/AU$8.99) Table Top Racing: The World Tour is a high-speed racer that guides small cars around the circuit made from relatively huge household objects. It's like a micro machine and a descendant of Mario Kart. The race is very competitive, and you'll find yourself defending crazy opponents with
cunning maneuvers and weapons like nonsportmen in an insane run to the finish line. There is an opportunity to upgrade your vehicle to compete on a better track, but the World Tour does not have an IAP. Instead, it's your skill You can see it has a check indicator - and ends up with enough cash to buy a lavish new car. Simple but responsive with controls, this Android game is a
breath of fresh air on the platform for arcade racing and often the depth of your wallet as much as your skills on the track. (Image credit: Nocturnal Interactive) GRID Autosport ($9.99/£9.99/AU$14.99) GRID Autosport is a racer, but it's a challenge to complain to Android gamers that they didn't win a premium title, and freemium rates are full of advertising and IAP. This is a full ad-
free premium AAA hit, sent literally to your phone (assuming your phone can run it – see the list on the game's Google Play page). Even on PCs and consoles, GRID Autosy was impressive stuff on launch. Five years or so later, it's no surprise that it's a mobile title that has burned down 100 circuits and fights over huge ranges. This is, note, a simulation. It doesn't go easy on you,
or you can smash through walls at full speed and continue as if nothing had happened, but driving assistant help you master the best premium racing experience on Android without a doubt. (Image credit: pixel bytes) Repulze ($1.49/£1.59/AU$2.39)Repulze exists in the future beyond racers driving cars too fast; Instead, they are placed in experimental hovercraft belted at insane
speeds. The tradition of track design is also being abandoned, and flat courses are being replaced by rollercoaster-like structures that throw you in a camouflage breakaway way. The game is divided into three stages. It starts with a one-hour test where you've passed gates of a certain color, and sometimes - and nonsports - blasts them with weapons, sometimes - and ends with
taking on the sport. There is a sci-fi backstory for synthetic men and businesses, but it really speeds up everything for this one. Initially, Twitch Control will repeatedly crush on the trackside and find someone wondering if they should have a hovercraft license away. But master the track and control it all, and Lefuls becomes an exhilarating experience as it bombes towards the finish
line. Rush Rally 3 ($3.99/£3.99/AU$6.99)Rush Rally 3 features console-style rally racing on Android. For a quick blast, you can explore in a single rally mode with a nose driver howling in your ear; Or there's the grinding metal of rally cross, apparently pits you against a computer car fueled by aggression. If you're in it for long haul, you're in full career mode. If you don't have a lot of
races, no option will be a problem. Fortunately, it's really good. The game looks parts with very smart visuals and perspectives, such as running around a race circuit or blazing through a forest. The controls also work well, allowing for different preferences (tilt; virtual buttons) and a number of settings to accommodate skill levels. All in all, it's enough for the game to get that coveted
checked flag. Horizon Chase (Free + $2.99/£2.79/AU$4.09 IAP) If You're Eating Check out Horizon Chase for games that pay more attention to whether the runway looks realistic rather than how fun it is to zoom in at insane speeds. This tribute to an old-fashioned arcade title is more about the pure joy of racing than boring realism. The visuals are lively, the soundtrack is
delightful and cheesy, and racing finds it constantly fighting to the front of an aggressive pack. If you're sweetly remembering the Lotus Turbo Esprit Challenge and Top Gear, don't miss this one. (Note that Horizon Chase gives you five tracks for free. there is a single £2.29/US$2.99 IAP to unlock the rest.) Need for speed: Most Wanted ($4.99/£4.99/AU$7.99) anyone expecting the
kind of free roaming racing in the console version of this title will be miffed, but no need for speed: Most Wanted is nonetheless one of the best games of its kind on Android. Yes, the track is linear with only odd shortcuts, but the actual racing beats are great. Belt along the scaly streets of the gray city, trying to win events that will boost both your ego and your reputation. Win and
inflate your vault, so you can buy new vehicles for entering special events. The game looks gorgeous on Android and has a high octane soundtrack that urges you on the after. But for the most part, this one is all about control – a sleek combination of responsive tilt and effortless drift that makes everything generally feel closer to OutRun 2 than sub-optimal mobile racing rates. Bird
GP: Renegade ($2.99/£2.99/AU$3.99)The first two bird games were surrounded by glowing metal towers and zoomed along the undulating back circuit. Bird GP: Renegades offer another piece of future racing to splash, but this time I found myself immersed in the sport's shabby undersubsit. As with previous games, you're still piloting underwater next day, and the race is very fast
and not only will it be a massive show-off at every possible opportunity, but it will also include it. If you hit a ramp or wave throwing you into the air, you can ride about or do a handstand, to get a turbo boost on landing. Wise racers can't get anything. Career mode earns cash, upgrades rides, and ignores slightly boring story beats. But the race is great with an exhilarating
combination of old-fashioned arcade thrills and modern mobile touchscreen smarts. Mini Motor Racing ($2.99/£3.19/AU$4.49)Mini Motor Racing is a frenzied top-down racer who finds a small vehicle that darts against a claustrophobic circuit that twists and turns in a clear effort that allows you to drive repeatedly to the wall. The car is handled more like a remote control car than the
actual fare, so the race is usually tight and can easily be lost if you stay away from the screen for a while. Dozens of races are set across different environments. You zoom through the ruins, scoot against the beach track. AI is sometimes too aggressive, but use savvy car upgrades and nitrobusts Sometimes you'll be taking more than a checkered flag. And when they're not doing
that, they belt along the street, racing each other to determine who (probably) pays for the day's donuts. It's a very simple racer - you basically weave your way through the landscape, smashing into other cars, triggering strange traps – but it's exhilarating, refreshing fun that echoes classic racers like Chase H.Q. And once you've had your fill of being one of the nitro-happy fuzz,
you can play your career as well as you seek, getting stuck in a kind of police smashing criminal prank that won't be completely covered by your manufacturer. Final Highway 2R ($0.99/79p/AU$0.99) Final Highway 2R is a very blatantly inspired retro racing game from Se'a classic Outrun. You belt along a red car, everyone rips off a rather questionable road rather than driving in
the same direction. Sometimes, you hit the fork, so that you can choose your path. In the meanwhile, the cheesy music fades from the speaker of the device. For old hands, you'll be in a kind of game heaven. If you're used to more realistic fare, Final Highway 2R offers - you'll find yourself transformed by a breeze attitude, colorful visuals, and the need for truly insane speeds.
Motorsport Manager Mobile 3 ($3.99/£3.99/AU$6.49)Motorsport Manager Mobile 3 is a racing management game without boring beats. Instead of sitting in front of a glorified spreadsheet, the game is a balanced blend of accessibility and depth, where you can explore the core aspects of teams, sponsors, dynamics, and even conquest. With every set, you'll see a surprisingly tense
and exciting top-down race. (It's not surprising because we're mainly seeing numbered disks zoom in on circuits.) A one-off race gives you a feel for the day, but the real meat starts at the bottom of the pile in career mode, with the ultimate goal of being a winner. It's all streamlined, sleek, mobile-friendly, and relatively simple with the original motorsport manager a big leap forward
in mobile. Mobile.
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